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Abstract of Thesis
The surge of population. especially that associated with the
"baby boom" of the 1940's ,combined with the acute shortage
of teachers and the generally rapid change of social patterns
in the United States today is causing dramatic changes in our
educational system. Many changes have taken place already;
many more are to come as educators resolve the new problems
facing them.
Because these changes are occurring more rapidly than school
buildings can be replaced, it is necessary to develop an
approach to school building construction which will accomo-
date improvements as they occur. The development of such an
approach is the objective of this thesis.
In order to demonstrate the proposed solution, two programs
have been considered. First, a building designed for an
immediate enrollment of 1500 students with the possibility
of accomodating twice that number (or more), by means of a
systematized expansion, employing many of the most advanced
educational techniques. Second, the same building applied to
a program for 1500 students enrolled in a conventional high
school curriculum.
It is hoped that a building such as that proposed might be
able to accomodate its changing functional role, without
inhibiting its occupants, over a significant span of life.
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5INTRODUCTORY OBSERVATIONS
So there is no such thing as a temporary school-and there-
fore no escape from a long discerning look into the future.
Every expert has his own ideas of how things are going to
change in the next several decades, and some of these ideas
can sound quite drastic. But the school board that ignores
them is looking for trouble. Today's theories may well
predict which schools, new now, will be obsolete before
their bonds are paid off.
Walter McQuade 1
The last century has seen a broad transition in schoolhouse
design. The one-room school typical of rural America has
grown into the multi-room school, a composite of one-room
schools, and has gradually acquired additional specialized
facilities ,such as gymnasiums, auditoriums, workshops and
laboratories; in many cases, even business machine rooms and
language laboratories have been added. In spite of this
rather drastic addition of specialized facilities and in-
creasing complexity of both the curriculum and the educational
plant, however, the core of the school has remained very
much the same--a composite of classrooms, or one-room schools.
During the last decade however, spurred by the population
explosion, the accompanying shortage of qualified teachers
and the generally rapid development of all phases of our
society following the second world war, educational standards
6and practices have been undergoing rather dramatic changes.
Many of these changes have been seriously cramped by obso.
lete school buildings.
Although no one can predict the shape -of secondary education
fifty years from now, certain predictions can be made con-
cerning many aspects of educational. technique. One such pre-
diction has been made in the document Images . Future,
also known as "the Trump report". This was the work of
Professor J. Lloyd Trump of the University of Illinois,
Director of the Commission on the Experimental Study of the
Utilization of the staff in the Secondary School of the
National Association of Secondary-School Principals, who
worked for two years with a distinguished group of educators
to develop ideas for the improvement of secondary education.
The document which resulted is, perhaps, the most significant
work to date on the subject. Most of the proposals made in
Imaes o the. utui. are actually in practice in schools in
the United States today, and there seems. to be little
question but that they will find wide acceptance in the coming
years. The most significant of these will be summarized
below.
Organization of Instruction
The secondary school of the future will not have standard
7classes of 25 to 35 students meeting five days a week on in-
flexible schedules. Both the size of the groups and the length
of classes will vary from day to day. Methods of teaching,
student groupings, and teacher and pupil activities will adjust
to the purposes and content of instruction.
No longer will one teacher endeavor to be in charge of all of
a class's activities in one subject. Instead teaching will be
organized to be more efficient and effective.
Some aspects of learning will be presented by specially qual-
ified teachers to relatively large groups of students. This,
in turn, will provide more opportunity for groups to explore
ideas in small discussion groups. Although some classes will
be much larger, paradoxically the student will assume more
individual responsibility for learning.
The school will be organized around three kinds of activities:
LARGE-GROUP INSTRUCTION
INDIVIDUAL STUDY
SMALL-GROUP DISCUSSION
large-group instruction will include a number of activities
carried out in groups of 100 or more students. (Of course,
limited enrollments in some courses may reduce this figure.)
Instruction and discussions will be conducted by teachers who
are particularly competent, who have more adequate time to
prepare, and who will utilize the best possible instructional
aids.
These large-group activiteis will occupy about 40 per cent of
the students' time. The amount of time spent in large groups
will vary according to subjects, at different stages within a
subject, and in accordance with student interest and maturity.
Individual Study
Students will engage in study activities as individuals, or in
groups of two or three, with a minimum of constant supervision.
Teachers and other staff personnel will serve more as consul-
tants than task masters. Conferences between students and
instructors will be held wheneverhnecessary to clarify goals,
content, and personal problems. Students will read, listen
to records and tapes, view, question, experiment, examine,
consider evidence, analyze, investigate, think, write, create,
memorize, record, make, visit, and self-appraise. These
activities will take place in project and materials centers,
8museums, yo kshops, libraries, and laboratories, in and out-
side the an ool.
Study activities will require students progressively to take
more responsibility for self-direction. The amount of time
will vary according to subject and student maturity. On an
average it will be about 40 per cent of their time.
Small-group Discussion
Small groups of 12 to 15 students and a teacher will pit mind
against mind to sharpen understanding. They will ixamine
terms and concepts, solve problems, and reach areas of agree-
ment and disagreement. At the same time they will learn
about getting along together. This is primarily a student
activity with the teacher sitting in as counselor, consultant
and evaluator. The discussion activities will occupy about
20 per cent of the students* time.
A New Concept
... There will be frequent regroupings of students in order to
cope with the differences in abilities, interests, and needs.
Flexibility of grouping will be a key characteristic. Indi-
viduals will not necessarily be placed in a single group for
an entire year, nor for a semester. The class of 25 to 35--
so frequently found in today's schools, and often highly
esteemed--will have no regular place in the secondary school
of tomorrow. A class of 25 is unnecessarily small for large-
gro2 instruction activities. Not only is the size financially
uneconomical, but also it means deadening repitition for
teachers who must go over the same materials for several
sections. Moreover, because classes are limited to 25 to 35
students, present teaching schedules usually require a teacher
to conduct 25 (or more) classes a week. With a teacher's
other activities, this leaves insufficient time for preparing
instruction, developing imaginative teaching materials,
counseling individual students, evaluating students, and keep-
ing professionally up to date.
Today's class of 25 to 35 is too large for effective study.
Freedom of movement, independent creative activity, and
development of student responsibility for learning are dif-
ficult in a group of this size.
The class of 25 to 35 is also too large for successful discus-
sion. Research in group process indicates that a group cannot
be larger than 12 to 15 if there is to be effective partici-
9pation of all its members.
Curriculum and Class Schedules
The school will do less scheduling of students in 40 to 55-
minute class periods. A student absorbed in work on a pro-
ject will more frequently not have to stop when a bell rings
at the end of a relatively short period. He will be able to
continue his work instead of going on to something perhaps
quite unrelated which often seems less interesting and less
important. Possibly no bells will ring in the school of the
future.
The school of the future will schedule students in class groups
an average of only 18 hours a week, instead of the present 30
hours. Twelve of the 18 hours will be spent in large-group
instruction (100 or more students) and six will be spent in
small-group discussions (12 to 15 students). In addition to
these 18 hours, the average student will be scheduled for
about 12 hours a week of individual study. Most students will
continue to spend about 30 hours a week on their regular
subjects, as they do now...
The Instructional Staff
The school of the future's instructional staff will include
the following kinds of personnel:
Professional teachers
Teacher specialists
General teachers
Instruction assistants
Clerks
General aides
Community consultants
Staff specialists
The professional teachers (of which there will be 10/400
students) will direct learning activities, plan methods and
materials of instruction, teach concepts and appreciations,
counsel and consult, supervise evaluation, assist with stu-
dent activities, provide specialized services for which com-
petent and interested.
Instruction assistants (will) perform specific aspects of
teaching below professional level of teachers and above clerks,
read and evaluate some English themes, science reports, etc.,
confer with students about their progress and provide
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teachers with reports, serve as laboratory assistants, super-
vise specific out-of-school projects, assist with student
activities. (There will be 200 hours per week of such services
provided for each 400 students.)
For each 400 students there will be 150 hours per week of
services of clerks and general aides who will assist the teach-
ers in the performance of routine clerical and supervisory
duties.
Community consultants and staff specialists will be provided
in accordance with specific community demands.
Community Relations
The position of the secondary school of the future in its com-
munity will be on a sounder basis than it is today. The school
today creates community understanding through the P.T.A.,
citizens' advisory councils, newspaper-radio-television
publicity, and personal contacts of its students and teachers.
These means of communication will be augmented by the fact
that the future school's program will take place in the com-
munity rather than being limited to a somewhat isolated
school building.
Large numbers of adults will be used as part-time instructors
and teaching assistants. Community resources will be utilized
mor frequently by students. Moreover, education will be a
continuous process as graduation becomes less important
because of adult education programs and closer integration of
secondary school and college or employment. Some students in
the upper years of the secondary school will gradually spend
less time in formal classes and more time at jobs, until the
major part of their time will be spent as workers. After they
begin full-time employment, many will continue as students in
adult education classes. This does not imply any lowering of
standards on the part of organized secondary education, but
actually quite the opposite. Professional teachers and coun-
selors would help students decide whether they will benefit
most from full-time study in secondary school or college, from
full-time employment, or from some division of their time
between study and work.
This integration of school and community will bring about a
new type of school-community relations. It will be difficult
to tell where the school ends and the community begins
because the two will be so completely interwoven. When the
community thus plays an integral part in the education program,
there will be better understanding of what teachers do, what
is expected of students, and what it costs to provide an
education program that will produce superior results.
Architects have been most prolific in their production of pro-
posals for schools to meet the challenge of the new educational
system--"campus plans", "cluster plans", "finger plans"...
have all been paraded through the journals, each one meeting
the challenge of some small facet of the need better than the
one before. But what of the future? If our educational pat-
tern is to continue its transition, as it certainly will, what
is to prevent the schoolhouse of today from becoming the
strait-jacket of tomorrow?
... no one can say with any certainty what shape the program
of tomorrow will assume. It may be the Trump Plan or some
other program...
Only the most extravagant school system can afford to build a
school today without making certain that2it is prepared to
accomodate whatever changes are coming.
Our years of working with educators have resulted in the
belief that a school building must not stand in the way of
program changes and educational progress, that the building
must be ready to adapt itself not only to minor but to major
program changes. We believe that total flexibility--or as
close to that as possible--is a necessary attribute of the
secondary school building of today, facing as it does, the
problems of a growing, changing, improving educational
philosophy.
John Lyon Reid 3
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It can be concluded, therefore, that flexibility is paramount
in the planning of a schoolhouse. Since the educational
programs are changing much more rapidly than buildings can be
replaced, a building for education must be able to meet any of
many possible demands from the future. But this question of
flexibility can be discussed at many different levels--to
some, "flexibility" means retractable room dividers; to others
it means a loft space.
13
FLEXIBILITY
In the most basic sense, the question of flexibility is con-
cerned with the parts of a building and the relationships
among them--their versatility. A flexible building must be
able to accomodate parts of any character-~large rooms or
small, electrically operated equipment or water-piped sinks--
and must offer the possibility of arranging these parts in any
prescribed manner. The traditional bearing wall structure is
inflexible, since its spaces are obstructed by walls which
cannot be moved; likewise, the "campus plan" is inflexible,
since its spaces are divided by distance, an even more
immovable barrier. Architecturally, the implications of this
need for long-range flexibility seem to indicate that the most
suitable solution to the problem of school building is
offered by the loft space, a large unobstructed area which can
be subdivided in any manner prescribed by present or future
programmatic demands.
A truly flexible building, however, inevitably offers many
challenges to its builder. The ability to accomodate a variety
of conditions invariably calls for the compromise of many
specific requirements. A lecture hall with a sloping floor,
for instance, is a static thing. The problem of acoustical
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isolation of the several elements becomes critical, and the
provision of mechanical services to every point within the
building can be achieved only at a very high initial cost.
These are some of the challenges in the face of any attempt
at the creation of a schoolhouse offering a high degree of
long-range flexibility.
In addition to these considerations of the need for long-range
flexibility, the architect must be also be concerned with the
need for immediate flexibility. In order to function effi-
ciently within the framework of the current educational system
and to allow for experimentation in teaching techniques, in
addition to accomodating a variety of preferences among
teachers, it is necessary for a building to be able to be used
in many ways. To the architect this implies large spaces
which can be subdivided by the teachers at will, spaces which
may be opened or closed to the public or to student partici-
pation from day to day or hour to hour, services for equip-
ment which can be moved from room to room.
Once a large flexible space has been provided, the problem of
design is one of the the subdivision, or modulation, of this
space. The nature of the elements of subdivision will vary
according to the purposes of the separation of the various
spaces--physical, visual or acoustical.
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The elements by which the subdivision of a space may be accom-
plished can be considered to fall into three categories.
The operable space divider
The movable wall
The destructable wall
The choice of the element to perform the separation of any
specific space depends upon the degree of isolation required
and the time duration of the specific requirement.
The operable space divider offers the greatest possible degree
of immediate flexibility. Where such an element is provided,
a teacher can, at will, provide complete continuity of space
or complete physical and visual isolation; the degree of
acoustical isolation possible with such an installation is the
subject of much debate, but progress is being made in this
area. Devices of this sort are expensive and limited in their
applications, but the opportunity affording multi-use space
makes their use advantageous for certain jobs.
The second category-the movable wall--has been extensively
used in office buildings in recent years, but has found
relatively few applications in school buildings, to date.
Many systems of movable walls which can be rearranged by
regular janitorial help are commercially available. Like the
operable room divider, its chief disadvantages are high
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initial cost and vulnerability to sound transmission. A space
subdivided by such a system, however, does offer a high
degree of flexibility. A school constructed with such units
might, in effect, be completely remodeled during the course
of a short vacation at minimal cost.
Both of the devices discussed above offer a high degree of
flexibility within a building, but both are limited by the
jobs which they are required to perform. For situations in
which a high degree of privacy, or a really strong barrier
is required, the destructable wall is almost always the best
solution; this is particularly true in those cases in which
sound transmission is a critical factor. In dealing with
workshops, music practice rooms and the like, where mass is
required for sufficient acoustical insulation, a destructable
masonry wall is almost always the best solution.
Another question of import in considering design for flexibility
is that of the degree to which it is exploited. While a
movable wall that has been relocated several times during,say,
a ten year period has unquestionably justified its use, one
which has remained unchanged during that time may have been
a poor choice, initially. For the situation in which only
long-range flexibility is required--where no need for change
in the immediate future can be anticipated--a destructable
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wall designed on the basis of acoustical properties, mainte-
nance costs, light reflectivity, appearance and other func-
tional factors is probably a more reasonable choice than
any element requiring functional compromise for the sake of
flexibility. It is most important, however, that such
elements be divorced from the structural and mechanical
systems of the building in order that they may be removed
should the need arise.
Paramount in the requirements of the design of a schoolhouse
is that of long-range flexibility, as demonstrated in the
following comments of A. Benjamin Handler
In the life cycle of school buildings, some problems may
begin to occur during the first twenty years of life. Mis-
takes can and do occur from the start. These, however, can
be minimized with care and good planning to see that build-
ings are properly located on adequate sites, are well designed
and constructed, and make use of satisfactory materials.
In our rapidly changing society, much may happen in twinty
years to affect standards of adequacy in school buildings.
New techniques and methods may-quickly render certain parts...
of a school building obsolete and considerable capital out-
lays may...result. Such development is most likely to occur
in two areas: service systems involving heating, lighting and
plumbing; curriculums and teaching methods...During this
first twenty-year period in the life of school buildings--
even for the next 10-15 years--capital outlays for such
purposes are likely to be piecemeal and sporadic.
After twenty years or so the school building enters a second
phase of its life cycle. Deterioration has been gradually
setting in as a result of use, weather and general aging. The
effect is a gradual increase in annual maintenance costs as
more parts of the building and its fixed equipment wear out,
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and as its heating and operating becomes more expensive.
During this third decade the number of defects becomes marked,
and much of the equipment needs to be replaced. The jolting
discovery may be made that one of the service systems or the
roof needs to be replaced. Often this discovery coincides
with the recognition that the building requires general over-
hauling. The brick work needs repointing, lighting fixtures
ought to be replaced...When faced with such problems,
school administrators and school boards are inclined to see
them singly; and they frequently treat them, as they do
smaller problems of maintenance and repair, in a piecemeal
fashion. One project after another is tackled, with an
occasional lumping of projects together. Sometimes a general
overhaul occurs, including both the structure and the service
systems. To the extent that the latter require replacement,
the most up-to-date items feasible in the circumstances are
installed. Equipment required because of educational de-
velopments is added. But whatever is done is unlikely to in-
volve complete modernization...and not very well integrated
into the total school plant.
Yet the process of deterioration is not arrested, and defects
continue to mount until between ages 40 and 50, or even
earlier, a climax occurs. The building now begins the third
phase of its life cycle...the cry of educational obsolescence
may already have been raised. Teachers and schoolmen are
quite likely to have concluded that the building as it stands
no longer permits the teaching of a modern curriculum by
modern pedagogical methods and that it no longer conforms
to modern standards of school environment. Gradually this
feeling spreads to the public at large.
At this time, the accumulation of symptoms of several kinds
of deficiency reaches a peak. The incidence of site, location,
environmental and perhaps educational inadequacy is greater
among school buildings than ever before. The decision is
taken to rejuvenate and modernize. The ensuing capital outlay
is far greater than any made so far; frequently is is as
much as all previous expenditures combined. It is seldom,
however, accompanied by a longer and more careful look ahead,
or by the various sorts of professional advice which are
sought when new construction is undertaken.
The decision to modernize is probably the least rational of
any building decisions made by the average school board.
It is usually taken with the seast skilled advice and the
least forsight; and it is usually based on the least amount
of data. Since it aims at the same objectives as new building,
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and involves comparable amounts of money, a comparable degree
of study and of architectural, engineering and school consul-
tant skill should enter into the decisiona. The question is
the ratio of benefits received to money spent over the re-
maining useful life of the building. Whether this ratio is
greater for a modernized building than for a new one, or for
the old one maintained unmodernized, should constitute the
crux of the decision. And this problem is seldom seriously
analyzed.
Buildings which survive the years from 40-50 exhibit relatively
pronounced individual characteristics depending on the scope
of modernization, and on location, site and environmental
conditions which cannot be affected by improvements to the
building itself. But another fifteen years of satisfactory use
appears to be common. During most of this period the
incidence of all sorts of inadequacy among school buildings
well below the 40-50 year peak.
After about age 60, however, educational deficiencies begin
to mount once more. Somewhere between the ages of 50 and 70
the majority of schools are abandoned. For the rest, the
pattern of steadilly growing maintenance costs is repeated or--
what amounts to the same thing-- a steady decline occurs in
the serviceability of the building. Increasing major repairs
will be needed. More frequent breakdowns in service will
occur. Frequently it will be contended that the building
is obsolescent but arguments based on financial considerations
will often prevent its abandonment and replacement. Frustrated
discussions will often result in an unenthusiastic decision
neither to replace or remodel the old school but to maintain
and operate it until such time as it can be replaced.
Thus around the age of 60, the deficient school which has
survived will usually last only 10-20 more years. It becomes
increasingly obsolescent educationally. Site, location,
environment, and service systems become worse and worse. Only
the structure continues to be kept in good shape. Acknow-
ledged to be unsatisfactory, it does not deserve further
major expenditure. It may be scheduled for retirement, but
as long as it continues to serve as a school its upkeep and
lack ofserviceability will continue to cost the community
dearly.
Schools of the future by no means need to follow the life cycles
of Dast and existing schools. If a building is properly
constructed and well maintained, structure and fire hazards
should present no problem. Proper planning can practically
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eliminate inadequacies of site and physical environment, and
can go far towards preventing a school from becoming poorly
located with respect to school population and organization...
We can do a great deal to make school buildings adaptable to
future technological changes in service systems and future
changes in educational requirements. This does not mean that
we should try to go on using our school buildings indefinitely.
Adaptability has its limits, and unforeseen changes are bound
to somewhat upset the best of planning. What it does mean
is that..,we can eliminate some problems, cut down the magni-
tude of others, plan for modernization and try to foresee the
need for abandonment as far in advance of the actual event as
possible. If we adopt such a course, we can to a considerable
extent control the life cycle of school buildings in the
interest of obtaining the best possible facilities for our
everchanging educational requirements at lowest long-run cost.
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VARIATIONS IN ENROLLMENT
Akin to the subject of flexibility in school building design
is that of expansion-contraction in order to meet variations
in enrollment. In recent years, as school enrollments have
swelled as a result of the war-time "baby boom", school
boards have repeatedly faced the question of whether to
build new schools or to expand existing ones, and if so, how?
Additions to schools have sprung up all across the nation,
some of them performing admirably, more of them done in a
piecemeal fashion--eating up sites, offering little more than
"panic classrooms"-attempting to keep pace with the surge in
enrollments. With the population rising at so phenomenal a
rate, it is impossible to build a school today without
giving some consideration to the accomodation of an increasing
enrollment. In many cases, educators feel that expanding
enrollments can most effectively be met by the construction
of separate physical plants, in order to prevent the number
of students enrolled in any one school from becoming unwieldy.
In most cases, however, especially in an urban environment
which is high in density, the problem of expansion to meet
increases in enrollment and to provide greater facilities is
of real concern.
In this time of growing population, the question of contrac-
tability has arisen less frequently, but in some areas, as
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families with children have moved away from older neighbor-
hoods, it has become important--and difficult to solve.
Many proposals have been made for the solution of this problem;
the most significant are the following:
Mobility
Demountability
Convertability and shared occupancy
Variable internal density
In several parts of the United States, as well as abroad,
mobile--or portable--classrooms have been used with some de-
gree of success. There are, however, many disadvantages and
inadequacies inherent in a building of this type. Most basic
among these is the nature of the unit which can be trans-
ported. The most commonly portable unit is the standard class-
room, but many educators are already predicting the demise of
such a unit as the basis for modern teacing. 5 And what of
auditoriums, cafeterias, gymnasiums, and the many other
acutrements of the modern school? Although there may be valid
applications of this principle in elementary schools which
are less specialized, it is most unlikely that any scheme of
this sort can offer any significant contribution to the field
of secondary education.
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A modification of the principle of the portable school is that
of the demountable structure. This approach has more potential
application in the field of secondary school building, since
it offers a wider range of possibilities in arrangement, but
it maintains many of the disadvantages of the portable class-
room scheme. The most basic fallacy of any proposal for a
demountable school structure lies in the tremendous cost of
labor involved in clis-assembling, moving and re-assembling
the structure with no real gain. If,for instance, an existing
school could be marketed for the cost of just the materials
for a new one a completely new building could be had for
the same cost--the labor involved in erection being compar-
able--and the existing building would remain as a community
asset. The economic disadvantages are obvious. It is also
questionable whether a building could be designed within the
limitations imposed by demountable construction which would
perform its role as effectively as a permanent building.
The most promising solution to the problem of variable enroll-
ment lies in convertability and joint occupancy. This is an
advantage inherent in a truly flexible school building. If
a loft space is properly constructed of good materials with
adequate provision for flexibility of mechanical services and
spatial arrangement, there is no reason why all or part of it
cannot accomodate other uses at any time. A community, for
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instance, which desires to build a school for a projected
enrollment of 2000 students, but with an immediate enrollment
of only 1000, might construct the building volume required
for the larger enrollment, including in it the offices of the
board of education and other municipal departments. As the
school grows, these spaces could be taken over as needed for
educational purposes. Conversely, if--at some time in the
future--the enrollment should decline, parts of the building
could similarly be re-occupied by these other functions.
When, ultimately, the school is to be abandoned, the building
should find a ready market for occupancy by any number of
commercial enterprises.
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IMECHANICAL SERVICES
In order to achieve maximum flexibility, the necessary mechani-
cal services--heating, ventilation, electricity, plumbing,
intercom wiring and other special services--must be run
continuously throughout the building, accessable at every
point, or a continuous space in which such services can be
installes at any time must be provided. Inasmuch as it is
impossible to predict, with any degree of certainty, the exact
nature of services required for special equipment which will
come into use during the life-span of the building, the
latter is unquestionably the more feasible. This space should
be able to be "tapped" at frequent intervals. Because of
the variety which is required in the nature of the services to
be provided, it is essential that such service space is
available from both above and below; hence, multi-story con-
struction offers a basic economic advantage, since each service
space can serve both adjacent floors.
Vertical communication between these horizontal service spaces
can be accomplished by the introduction of a few well-located
risers in which all vertical service is accomplished and
which, ideally, will be the only permanent obstructions within
the space.
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The first subject to be considered with respect to the mech-
anical services of a schoolhouse is that of what services art
to be provided. The one most frequently in question today is
air-conditioning.
Since schools have ordinarily been closed during the two hot-
test months of the year, air conditioning has not been con-
sidered except in the hottest parts of the country. With
the increasing trend toward summer session and all-year use
of school buildings it should be considered...
It is difficult to get firm and final estimates of the addition-
al cost of air conditioning a school. However, in Alton,
Illinois, having been pleased with one air conditioned school,
they planned a second one. Bids were taken for the building
with the provision for future air conditioning (appropriate
unit ventilators, insulated piping, space in the boiler room
for a water chiller, etc.) and alternatively for the school
with complete air conditioning. The architects estimated that
the cost of the provision for future cool ing was 20 cents
per square foot. The cost of the air conditioning system was
50 cents per square foot for the entire building. The school
itself cost $14.14 per square foot. The cost of air condi-
tioning was in the ngighborhood of 5 per cent of the total
cost of the school.
The cost of air conditioning, however, cannot be considered
separately from the other aspects of the building.
...it makes possible certain economies. A more compact plan
is reasonable. Keeping windows closed reduced outside noise
and at the same time increases interior background noise...
This will raise the tolerance for sound throughout the
interior.
Architects Pederson, Hueber and Hares planned two approaches
to the F. Ware Clary Junior High School in Syracuse, New York.
One was for a completely air conditioned building with in-
terior classrooms, and the other a finger plan without air
conditioning.
The compact air conditioned plan was estimated to cost $54,500
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less, and the board decided to build it. 8
Even if the school is not to be air conditioned from the out-
set, in a building designed for flexibility it is essential
that provision for the accomodation of air conditioning be
made. This is especially important with regard to considera-
tion of convertability or joint occupancy.
Allied to the subject of air conditioning is that of venti-
lation. Mechanical ventilation is always required in certain
areas of a school building-locker rooms, auditoriums and
gymnasiums, as well as any interior rooms. Since in a build-
ing designed for maximum flexibility, these requirements can-
not be precisely anticipated, it is necessary, again, to
provide space for the installation of ductwork to avery part
of the building. This is most easily accomplished in combi-
nation with forced air heating or air conditioning. Currently
the most efficient method is provision of a system of decentral-
ized mechanical rooms which receive steam, hot water or
cold water from a central boiler room, using it to condition
the air which is then mixed with the appropriate amount of
fresh air from outside, humidified or dehumidified and forced
to the surrounding spaces through ducts in the floors of
ceilings. A system of this sort, in addition to being more
economical than one distributing air through longer distances,
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offers the advantage of simple "zone" operation--permitting
the various areas of the building to be controlled indepen-
dently without extensive electronic devices.
In addition to these basic requirements, the secondary school
of the future will demand an increasing number of special
services. Intercommunication systems, educational television
installations, language laboratories, teaching machines,
laboratory equipment and business machines all require exten-
sive wiring installations. Space in which these installations
can be added, altered or relocated is absolutely essential.
In short, if a schoolhouse is to meet the demands of the fut-
ure effectively, an adequate amount of readily accessable space
must be provided in which to supplement and alter the initial
mechanical installations.
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THE URBAN HIGH SCHOOL: ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
The concensus among the majority of educators is that the
secondary school will play an increasingly great role in
community interaction. 9 This implies that the school build-
ing should be located at the heart of a community in order that
it may participate with other institutions for their mutual
enrichment. In this sense, almost every school--even those
in relatively small cities--will be in an urban environment.
This fact, coupled with the general movement of population
into urban areas, makes the specific problem of the school
building for the urban environment the most significant area
of investigation within the area of building for secondary
education. 10
There have been several recent proposals of application of
high-rise buildings to high school education. Some of these
represent interesting and valid architectural studies, but
the following questions must be raised.
Will a building of this type efficiently accomodate
the variation of specialized spaces required for
education?
Will mechanical transportation efficiently accomo-
date the peak loads presented by school schedules?
If adequate recreational space is included on, or
adjacent to the site, will a decrease in gross
building coverage from 20 per cent to 5 per cent
warrant the concessions which must be made?
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Educators seem to feel that, except under extreme local con-
ditions, the answer to these questions is "no". With proper
planning it is possible to evolve a building design which
grows from educational requirements, rather than the limitations
of extreme site conditions. Since, even in the most dense
urban area, a significant amount of open space must be pre-
served, anyway, proper coordination of planning officials
should afford school sites which are not unreasonably restricted.
In many of our larger cities, urban renewal offers great
promise as a tool for the provision of adequate and well
located school building sites. U
In the necessary and continual questioning of municipal oper-
ations, the nature and worth of a schoolhouse defy simple
analysis. Though it looms as the most frequently created of
all classes of municipal structures, and therefore in the
aggregate is the most expensive item of capital outlay, it is
burdoned by having to perform more than the commonly recog-
nized function of serving well the instruction of the young.
If the schoolhouse is to produce to the maximum, it must also
perform the less commonly recognized, but nonetheless vital,
function of leading the city toware a better and higher plane
of living.
The schoolhouse that is only a place where children are
taught during the day fulfills its primary function. Many
cities are satisfied with this much and only this much. But
there are those who expect the schoolhouse to serve its city
in additional ways; it must serve to strengthen the whole
fabric of city life by serving its whole community; its
architecture should lead the neighborhood on its own renewal;
and it must help to anchor those families who are needed to
keep a city in balance culturally and economically, and who
are encouraged to desert to the suburbs if the city's schools
are dreary and cheerless.
Cities are organic; therefore, they must continually renew
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themselves. Their growth and greatness may have come about
by accident or good fortune; but their decline can be fore-
stalled only by design. Of all municipal structures, the
schoolhouse, being the most numerous, holds the key to a city's
physical and, indeed, sociological future. 12
Of great concern to all those connected with secondary school
planning, is the question of size-how big should a high school
be? This question is rather quickly reduced to one of the
advantages of, efficiency, specialization and variety of faci-
lities offered by a large school versus the advantage of
personal identity in a smaller social group. Many people
familiar with adolescents, and their problems, have favored
small schools which allow the formation of strong personal
ties. It may be possible, however, to maintain these qualities
in a larger school. Glencoe, Illinois, for instance, has
recently built a school for 2,500 students which is divided
into three separate "houses". Although the small personal
school still has many proponents, the indications are strong
that in the future-as populations become more dense--the
typical high school will be larger than it is today. Until
the problems of this larger social group can be completely
solved by the educators, however, it is wise to plan a school
building with flexibility sufficient to allow for many posP
sible social groupings within.
In short, the secondary school --rather than being a cloistered
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campus--will become a concentrated element at the heart of
the community, playing a forceful and vital role in the
community life.
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OBJECTIVES OF DESIGN
Will the school of today have to accomodate greater numbers
of students in the future, or will expansion of the educational
system take place in additional separate plants?
Must a school building be able to accomodate future needs--
either in changing enrollments or new facilities--by means of
expansion, or is maximum flexibility within a constant
framework adequate?
Can the large and specialized facilities of a high school, such
as auditoriums and gymnasiums, be accomodated in a building
scheme maintaining flexibility of the whole?
These questions are paramount in school planning today; the
answers are frequently obscure.
The objective -of' design is to:.develop an approach to the
building of a secondary school which will meet the following
requirements:
To be able to meet future demands in changing enrollment by
means of a systematized expansion.
To be able to meet the needs of changing curriculum and teach-
ing by means of maximum flexibility of spatial arrangement
To include all of the types of space required by secondary
education--workshops, classrooms, gymnasiums et al.--
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within a system maintaining flexibility of the whole.
To accomodate alterations and additions to the service
systems, as will be required by new facilities and changing
standards during the life-span of the building.
To be sufficiently economical in land use that it might
reasonably be located in an urban environment--at the heart
of its community--in order that it might be enriched by
proximity to other institutions and might act as a forceful
element in the life of the community.
In order to devise and demonstrate the proposed solution to
these objectives, two programs will be considered. First,
a building designed for an immediate enrollment of 1500
students, with a projected ultimate enrollment of twice that
number, employing an educational system based on the "Trump
Plan". Second, the same building designed for an alternate
program of 1500 students in a conventional high school
curriculum.
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PROGRAM OF BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
INITIAL PROGRAM: Enrollment of 1500 students
ADMINISTRATION
General office
Principal's office
Secretary
Assistant
Records
Teacher's workroom
GUIDANCE AND MEDICAL
ASSEMBLY ROOM
CAFETERIA
Student's dining
Teachers' dining
Kitchen
Serving
Storage
Employees' facilities
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Gymnasium
Showers, lockers, etc.
Team room
3,000 sq. ft.
600
350
350
150
750
800
2,400
7,500
10,000
6000
600
1800
400
600
600
19,200
15000
3000
1200
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VOCATIONAL ARTS 5,000
Wood shop 800
Metal shop 800
Ceramics 800
Auto shop 800
Graphics shop 800
Drafting room 800
Storage 200
HOMEMAKING 2,000
COMMERCIAL 3,200
Typing 1200
Business machine room 800
Secretarial practice 1200
ART 1,200
MUSIC 2,500
Group practice room 1500
8 practice rooms @ 50 400
Instrument storage 600
SCIENCE 3,000
Physics & Chemistry lab. 1000
Biology lab. 1000
Preparation rooms 1000
LIBRARY 6,000
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GENERAL ACADEMIC
4 Lecture rooms @ 1500
20 Seminar rooms @ 300
FACULTY OFFICES
45 Prof. teachers @ 150
20 Ass't. teachers @ 100
INDIVIDUAL STUDY AREA
12,000
6000
6000
8,750
6750
2000
30,000
600 Carrels @ 50
TOTAL NET AREA 115,350 sq. ft.
CIRCULATION, SERVICE & STRUCTURE 75,000
TOTAL GROSS AREA 190,000 sq. ft.
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ULTIMATE ENROLLMENT: 3000 Students
ADMINISTRATION
General office
Principal's office
2 Secretaries @ 350
2 Assistants @ 150
Records
Workroom
GUIDANCE & MEDICAL
ASSEMBLY ROOM
THEATRE
House to seat 600
Stage & work area
Lobby
CAFETERIA
Students' dining
Teachers' dining
Kitchen
Serving
Storage
Employees' facilities
6,000 sq. ft.
1500
350
700
300
1500
1500
4,400
7,500
7,500
4500
2000
1000
13,000
8,000
800
2200
400
800
800
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 38,400
Gymnasium 22500
Swimming pool 7500
Showers, lockers, etc. 6000
Team room 2400
VOCATIONAL ARTS 10,000
Wood shop 1600
Metal shop 1600
Ceramics 1600
Auto shop 1600
Graphics shop 1600
Drafting room 1600
Storage, 400
HOMEMAKING 4,000
COMMERCIAL 6,400
Typing 2400
Business machine rooms 1600
Secretarial practice 2400
ART 2,400
mUSIC 5,000
Group practice rooms 3000
16 practice rooms @ 50 800
Instrument storage 1200
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SCIENCE
Physics lab.
Chemistry lab.
Biology lab.
Preparation rooms
LIBRARY
Workroom
Office
Audio-visual aids
GENERAL ACADEMIC
8 Lecture rooms @ 1500
40 Seminar rooms @ 300
FACULTY OFFICES
90 Prof. teachers @ 150
40 Ass't. teachers @ 100
INDIVIDUAL STUDY AREA
6,000
1000
1000
2000
2000
12,000
1000
500
500
24,000
12000
12000
17,500
13500
4000
60,000
1200 Carrels @ 50
TOTAL NET AREA 224,100 sq. ft.
CIRCULATION, SERVICE & STRUCTURE 150,000
TOTAL GROSS AREA 375,000 sq. ft.
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ALTERNATE PROGRAM OF BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
CONVENTIONAL CLASSROOM SCHEME: Enrollment of 1500 students
ADMINISTRATION 3,000 sq. ft.
General office 600
Principal's office 350
Secretary 350
Assistant 150
Records 750
Teacherst workroom 800
GUIDANCE AND MEDICAL 2,400
ASSEMBLY ROOM 7,500
CAFETERIA 10,000
Students' dining 6000
Teachers' dining 600
Kitchen 1800
Serving 400
Storage 600
Employees' facilities 600
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 19,200
Gymnasiums 15000
Showers, lockers, etc. 3000
Team room 1200
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VOCATIONAL ARTS 5,000
Wood shop 800
Metal shop 800
Ceramics 800
Auto shop 800
Graphic arts 800
Drafting room 800
Storage 200
HOMEMAKING 2,000
COMMERCIAL 4,000
Typing 1200
Business machines 800
Lecture room 800
Secretarial practice 1200
ART 2,000
2 Classrooms @ 600 1200
Studio-workshop 800
MUSIC 4,200
Group practice room 2000
2 Classrooms @ 600 1200
8 Practice rooms @ 50 400
Instrument storage 600
SCIENCE 7,700
Physics & Chemistry lab. 1500
Biology lab. 1500
Preparation 1500
4 Lecture rooms @ 800 3200
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LIBRARY 6,000
GENERAL ACADEMIC 24,400
20 Standard classrooms @ 750 15000
4 Large classrooms @ 1500 6000
4 Language classrooms @ 600 2400
Speech room 1000
TOTAL NET AREA 98,000 sq. ft.
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